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About Us 

Operating Department 
Nagpur Division 
Central Railway 

 
The Operating department is headed by Sr. Divisional Operations Manager and at Headquarter 

level by Chief Operations Manager, Mumbai. The Division comprises of  988.34 route 

kilometers and 92 Block stations. The division is a major crossing link in North-South and East-

West corridors. 

Freight loading 

 The division has loaded highest ever 35.6 million tons in 2017-18 which is more than 57% 
of Central Railway’s total originating loading. Coal which comprises of 90% of total loading 
by the division is loaded by WCL for powerhouses, non-core and private consumers. 
Private coal loading is also done from CKNI for Sunflag industries, Bhandara and 
Khirsadoh goodshed for PWCL power house at Warora. 

 Cement is loaded from ACC Cement siding Ghuggus and diverted traffic of Ambjua and 
Ultratech from Tadali and PVIT. 

 Container from ICD Ajni, MLSW / WR and Butibori and DLIB container at Borkhedi, New 
siding of CONCOR, PCPK is opened at Khapri.  

 Other commodities are Clinker, DOC, Foodgrain, Military, Iron & Steel etc. 

 Unloading of coal takes place at two major state-owned power houses at Chandrapur and 
Sarni and also at Private power houses of PWCL at Warora, PMEC at CKNI and MDIT at 
Tadali and VIPS at Sindi. 

 POL is unloaded at Khapri, Borkhedi and Tadali 

 Foodgrains is unloaded at FCI sidings at Ajni and Sewagram  
 

Interchange 

 On an average 146  M/Exp and passenger trains run per day in the division. Five pairs of 

Rajdhani, two pairs Garib-rath and six pairs of Duronto trains traverse the division. Primary 

maintenance of 14 rakes of M/exp. and 7 passenger rakes are done on the division. 6 nos. 

link coaches are also maintained at Ballarshah. 

 

 There are nine interchange points with adjacent Railways/Divisions. Jujharpur with West 

Central Rly, Nagpur, Godhani chord cabin, Chhindwara & Chanda fort with South East 

Central Railway, Ballarshah and Pimpalkuti with South Central Rly, Badnera and 

Chandur Bazar with Bhusawal Division. 

On an average 190 freight trains are interchanged per day. 

Ghat section 

Movement of trains in Nagpur-Itarsi-Nagpur section is a daunting task as two major steep Ghat 

sections are located in this section. The Teegaon – Chichonda section has a ruling gradient of 1 

in 70 while in Dharakoh-Maramjhiri section there is a ruling gradient of 1 in 60. Banker engines 

have to be  provided to push the trains up the Ghat whereas Assisting Engine is provided while 

descending down the Ghat. 


